Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat 1
Mr Whoops has made TWO clumsy
spelling mistakes in his sentence.
Can you underline them and correct
them?

a

Yesterday during my grammer
lesson, I learned how to discribe
nouns using expanded noun phrases.

Can you add an appropriate
preposition to complete the
sentence?

1

c

Tick the sentence that is
a command.

e

Get in the bath. 

After preparing her diving
equipment, Polly investigated the
coral
the Red Sea.

Would you like to wash your hands?
How amazing that would be!




Can you underline the conjunction
in this sentence?

Write ‘a’ or ‘an’ correctly before the
items on the recipe:
egg
cupful of flour
teaspoon of vanilla extract

b

After the celebrations had finished,
the balloons drifted off into the
distance.

d

Can you think of a silent letter
word to match the picture?

f

Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat 1 Answers
Mr Whoops has made TWO clumsy
spelling mistakes in his sentence.
Can you underline them and correct
them?

a

Can you add an appropriate
preposition to complete the
sentence?

describe

Can you underline the conjunction
in this sentence?

a teaspoon of vanilla extract

Tick the sentence that is
a command.

e

Get in the bath. 
Would you like to wash your hands?
How amazing that would be!

Accept any suitable preposition, e.g.
under, within, below.

grammar

a cupful of flour

c

After preparing her diving
equipment, Polly investigated the
coral
the Red Sea.

Yesterday during my grammer
lesson, I learned how to discribe
nouns using expanded noun phrases

Write ‘a’ or ‘an’ correctly before the
items on the recipe:
an egg

1

b

d

Can you think of a silent letter
word to match the picture?

After the celebrations had finished,
the balloons drifted off into the
distance.
gnome

f

Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat 1
a
Mr Whoops has made THREE
clumsy spelling mistakes in his
sentence. Can you underline them and
correct them?
Yesterday during my grammer
lesson, I learned how to discribe
nouns using expanded noun phrases.
Then in my hisstory session, I read
a very interesting book.

Can you add an appropriate
preposition to complete the
sentence?

After the celebrations had finished,
the balloons drifted off into the
distance.



Write ‘a’ or ‘an’ correctly before the
items on the recipe:
egg
cupful of flour
teaspoon of vanilla extract
icing bag

b

Some of them popped because they
blew into the trees.

Tick the sentence that is
a command.

e

Get in the bath 
Would you like to wash your hands
How amazing that would be

Now, underline the subordinate
clause.
Underline the conjunction in each
sentence:



c

After preparing her diving
equipment, Polly investigated the
coral
the Red Sea.




1

Underline the imperative verb used
with the command.

d

Can you think of silent letter words
to match the pictures?

f

Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat 1 Answers
a
Mr Whoops has made THREE
clumsy spelling mistakes in his
sentence. Can you underline them and
correct them?
Yesterday during my grammer
lesson, I learned how to discribe
nouns using expanded noun phrases.
Then in my hisstory session, I read
a very interesting book.

Can you add an appropriate
preposition to complete the
sentence?

Write ‘a’ or ‘an’ correctly before the
items on the recipe:
an egg

After the celebrations had finished,
the balloons drifted off into the
distance.

b

Some of them popped because they
blew into the trees.

Tick the sentence that is
a command.

Would you like to wash your hands
How amazing that would be

d

Underline the imperative verb used
with the command.

Can you think of silent letter words
to match the pictures?

gnome

a cupful of flour
a teaspoon of vanilla extract
an icing bag

e

Get in the bath 

Accept any suitable preposition, e.g.
under, within, below.
Underline the conjunction in each
sentence:

history

c

After preparing her diving
equipment, Polly investigated the
coral
the Red Sea.

grammar
describe

1

knight

f
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Mr Whoops has made FOUR clumsy
spelling mistakes in his sentences. Can
you underline them and correct them?

a

Yesterday during my grammer lesson,
I learned how to discribe nouns
using expanded noun phrases. Then
in my hisstory session, I read a very
interesting book about the raign of
Queen Victoria.

Can you add an appropriate
preposition to complete the
sentence?

1

c

Would you like to wash your hands
How amazing that would be

Now, underline the subordinate
clause and circle the proper nouns.

Underline the imperative verb used
with the command.


Underline the conjunction in each
sentence:



d

After the celebrations had finished,
the balloons drifted off into the
distance.



Write ‘a’ or ‘an’ correctly before the
items on the recipe:
egg
cupful of flour

b

teaspoon of vanilla extract
icing bag

greased cake tin

e

Get in the bath 

After preparing her diving
equipment, Polly investigated the
coral
the Red Sea.



Tick the sentence that is
a command.

Then, add the correct punctuation
marks to each sentence.

Can you think of silent letter words
to match the pictures?

Some of them popped because they
blew into the trees.
Now write another sentence linked to
the picture containing the conjunction
‘if’. 
.

Can you think of another noun that
begins with a silent letter that makes
the same initial sound? 

f

Spring Term 1 SPaG Mat 1 Answers
Mr Whoops has made FOUR clumsy
spelling mistakes in his sentences. Can
you underline them and correct them?

a

Yesterday during my grammer lesson,
I learned how to discribe nouns
using expanded noun phrases. Then
in my hisstory session, I read a very
interesting book about the raign of
Queen Victoria.

Can you add an appropriate
preposition to complete the
sentence?

1

c

Get in the bath. 

After preparing her diving
equipment, Polly investigated the
coral _______ the Red Sea.

Would you like to wash your hands?
How amazing that would be!

Accept any suitable preposition, e.g.
under, within, below.

grammar

After the celebrations had
finished, the balloons drifted off
into the distance.

describe
history
reign

Write ‘a’ or ‘an’ correctly before the
items on the recipe:
an egg
a cupful of flour
a teaspoon of vanilla extract
an icing bag

a greased cake tin

d

Some of them popped because they
blew into the trees.

b

e

Tick the sentence that is
a command.

Accept any grammatically accurate
sentence that uses ‘if’ at the beginning
of a subordinate clause, e.g. If the
wind grew strong enough, the balloons
could end up in a different country. OR
The balloons might start to drift down
towards land if it begins to rain.

Underline the imperative verb used
with the command.
Then, add the correct punctuation
marks to each sentence.

Can you think of silent letter words
to match the pictures?

gnome

f

knight

Accept any noun that begins with ‘kn’
or ‘gn’, e.g. knee, gnat, knuckle, etc.

